
 Who do we want to please most? 
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THEME	  OF	  	  REVERENCE	  CONTINUES	  

Humility in the workplace ...
Humility in the workplace translates to 
worship in the worship place. Intimacy with 
God is built into the everyday motion and 
fabric of life, not the extraordinary 
circumstances that we so often pine for. We 
sometimes reflect the mentality of many of 
the first century followers of Christ, seeking 
miracles while Jesus offers life.

Humility brings us to ...
Humility brings us to reverence brings us to 
thankfulness brings us to worship.

Absorbing life ...
We don’t understand that it is usually not 
what is happening in and around us but 
how we absorb life. That is why a thankful 
spirit is so necessary to a right walk with 
God. When we have a thankful spirit we just 
tend to suck in life by the bucket full.

A thankful heart ...
A thankful heart knows who gave us the job 
to provide for our family. We realize that 
God has provided our employment as his 
means of taking care of our needs. 
Grumbling and complaining cause us to 
forget the loving connection between God 
and our daily well-being.

Supper from our Father ...
We don’t merely sit down to eat lunch or 
supper, but being in thankful, super-
absorption mode of God’s amazing 
goodness, we realize that our meal has been 
prepared for us by our Lord and Master and 
delivered right to our table.

Hot water from our Lord ...
We push the handle of the faucet forward 
and to the left for clear, clean hot water and 
to the right for wonderful, safe cold water. 
And we thank God. We know who provided 
this bounty.

Humility	  begets	  reverence	  
begets	  thankfulness	  begets	  worship	  ...*
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